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 CCA News Update 
  
Further to the update we issued in September, please find below an important update on the consultation 
and HMRC reporting of state aid announcement. 
   
• Consultation on the business energy efficiency tax landscape 

The long awaited consultation was launched on 30th September.   
Please find attached a briefing to this email to describe the consultation and the formal launch 
which we attended on 1st October. 
The consultation is looking at how the current policy landscape can be simplified whilst protecting 
sectors at risk of international competition and incentivising the implementation of energy 
efficiency measures.  As expected, the consultation is proposing to ‘merge’ the Carbon Reduction 
Commitment (CRC) and Climate Change Levy (CCL); in essence this would mean that the CRC 
ceases and the CCL is increased to offset the revenue lost from CRC.    

 
AIC will be preparing a response to the consultation.  If you wish to share any views or suggestions, please 
feed them back to us and we will collate and pass on to AIC. 
If you wish to read the consultation or prepare your own response please visit: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/consultation-reforming-the-business-energy-efficiency-tax-
landscape 
 

 Beneficiaries of Climate Change Agreements  

o HMRC have issued further guidance about the new forthcoming requirements for those 
receiving above a certain level of CCL discount to report the value annually.   

o A legal entity with one or more sites in a CCA, and where those sites collectively receive more 
than £400,000 of CCL discount annually, will be required to make an annual declaration of 
how much CCL discount they have received.  The structure diagram below should help to 
illustrate the impact of this.  Below the diagram, we have shown a screen shot from your last 
target period reporting spreadsheet which shows an estimate of the value of the CCL 
discount for each site. 

o At this stage HMRC are only interested in identifying which companies may be required to 
report.  The requirement to report will not start until June 2016.  HMRC are using this initial 
view on the number of companies affected to identify how they may fulfil the reporting 
requirement (i.e. what administrative systems to use or put in place). 

o We will also be checking everyone’s data over the next few weeks and will contact you to 
confirm if we think you may be required to report this information in future.  However, if you 
have sites with CCAs in other sectors, please check for all sites in the legal entity and let us 

know if you think you will be affected.  We will collate the list and notify HMRC.     
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Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any further comments or queries. 

AIC CCA Helpline team 

aic@slrconsulting.com 

0844 800 1880 
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